How to Find a Loyal Partner: 99 Traits of Faithfulness
The Power Moves | 5 June, 2018 | by Lucio Buffalmano
What makes a loyal partner?
How do you recognize and pick a faithful and loyal partner?
This article reviews a number of sources and statistics to answer that question.
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The Traits of Loyal Partners
If you want to pick a loyal mate, statistics say that the following traits correlate with fidelity:
Attends religious services
Age (more mature partners have done enough “assessments”)
Has friends and peers who live monogamously
Lives in a small town
Has a social circle that holds monogamy as a value
Comes from a family who lived monogamously
If she’s a woman, comes from a family with a present father
Works alone
Works close to home
Doesn’t travel much for business
Conservative cultural background
Introverted
“Options” also enters the picture, especially for men (Birger, 2015).
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More female options who are willing and ready to engage in short term sex tends to make men less likely
to stay loyal (on average).
And the political system also provides a cue, with rich and socialist countries decreasing women’s costs
for cheating in case they get caught.

The Traits of Cheating Partners
As much as there are traits that increase the odds of finding a loyal man or woman, there are also traits
which have been shown to correlate with infidelity.
These are the traits which correlate with infidelity and which you should avoid:
Has a libertine social circle
Is high in extraversion
Plays up “exploitability” signals by playing dumb (ie.: “damsel in distress games“)
Previously sought to “poach” someone’s mate
Has been “poached” from an existing relationship (ie.: left a partner for someone else)
Neuroticism (but findings are not consistent across cultures)
Age (younger people are in the “assassment phase”)
Comes right out of divorce (re-enters the “assassment phase”)
Comes right after a painful break up (might be through a crazied phase)
Travels a lot for work
Has attractive and free wheeling colleagues
Does not worship and does not attend religious function
Has a sexually liberated background
Lives in a large metropolitan area
Comes from a family with a history of unfaithfulness
Physical abuse as children (sorry to add insult to injury, but data speaks)
Positive past experiences with cheating
Libertine subculture (ie.: feminist, party, rebel, left wing etc.)
Dark triad (narcissism, sociopathy, Machiavellianism)
As an obligatory cautionary note, none of the above by itself is a strong predictor of unfaithfulness.
But as you keep stacking more of them, then.. Then watch out :).

Parental Infidelity Is A Factor
Parental infidelity deserves a few more lines of explanation.
A pattern of adultery in the family background is a rather big indicator of future infidelity.
However, parental infidelity can also push the children in the very opposite direction.
A parent’s obvious infidelity indeed creates strong impressions on the young children’s brain that can
push into extreme reaction in either following the same path or categorically refusing to be like their
parents.

The Meaning of A Present Father
Why is a woman raised without a father more likely to cheat?
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Well, there are several competing theories in evolutionary psychology.
One is that the woman infers that men are not to be trusted to provide, so she goes for a short term, casual
sex strategy (Buss, 1994).
Another one is that she grows in an harsher environment, and thus matures earlier and starts having sex
earlier (Miller, 2000).
And, finally, it might just be that women born from fathers who are likely to deploy short term, casual sex
strategies, are also more likely to do the same.
In any case, a present father is more likely to do the opposite.
More likely to pass “long-term strategy” genes, more likely to provide a nurturing environment, and more
likely to signal hat men do invest and that cooperation pays.

Values Trump Religion
Does religion help?
Yes, for sure.
But values matter more.
When it comes to finding a loyal partner, Shirley Glass’ clinical experience show that personal values
trump religion.
Albeit religion also helps, it’s been the experience of several relationship counselors that affair partners
met at weekly church functions.
Their spiritual beliefs functioned as a common bonding topic, and then they proceeded to deepen their
bond on their less observant spouses’ backs.
So, what do we mean by “values”?
By values I mean a belief in monogamy, respect towards the institution of marriage (or simply
committment) and having the best interest in mind for both the relationship and the partner (as a side
note, putting the relationship first is also a sign of strong relationships).

Build Your Own Loyalty
This article is around the traits of loyal partners and not so much about what you should do to ensure
loyalty.
So I won’t go much in the details, but here’s a primer for completeness sake:

Men:
Don’t be a whimp
Don’t put up with cr@p
Be open to her influence and shared decision making
Be the best man she’s ever had
Pay attention to emotional needs
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Women:
Keep your financial independence
Keep your social circle of girlfriends (helps both you and the relationship)
Don’t move in into his place (find a new place)
Seek a balance of investment
Be the best woman she’s ever had
Make him feel important

Both Men and Women:
Don’t cheat
Keep taking care of yourself
Learn conflict management skills
Ban criticism, contempt, defensiveness and defensiveness
Keep learning and being curious about each other

Build Total Relationships
Research shows indeed that infidelity was rare in “total marriages”, such as marriages had psychological,
intellectual and recreational compatibility.
That means that when you go strong on an emotional, intellectual and interests’ level, than you have a
total marriage and you have little reasons to cheat.

Inexperienced Partners Cheat Less
Women who have been sleeping around and are looking for a serious mate won’t like this.
But the data is in: there’s a correlation between the number of sexual partners and the likelihood of
infidelity.

Once a Cheater Always a Cheater
Partners who have cheated in the past are also more likely to cheat.
350% more likely, say some source.
That’s one of the reasons why marrying the affair partner might not be a good idea :). But jokes aside,
marriages with affair partners do have a higher incidence of divorce.

Age of First Time Sex: The Higher, The Safer
Robert J. Levin and Amy Levin ran a survey of 100.000 women and found a strong correlation between
the age at which the woman lost her virginity and the likelihood of extramarital sex.
Only 16% of women reported extramarital sex when they lost their virginity after the age of 21.
Compared to 48% of women who lost their virginity at 15 years old or younger.
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But Emotional Affairs Are The Exception!
But emotional affairs which begin slowly are not predicted by the premarital sexual permissiveness
(Glass, 2004).
This means that if you fail to provide a strong relationship and an emotional bond, you’re still at risk no
matter how sexually inexperienced your partner is.
More information:
What are emotional affairs and how they happen
How to structure a cheat-free relationship

Note: The Danger of Little Experience
I haven’t found any statistic on this, but my experience is that inexperienced women are often some of the
quickest to move to sex -at least with more experienced men-.
They have not as many hang-ups in saying “yes” to the invite home and are very curious and eager, with
less resistance, to get intimate.
Also very little experience, like one or two partners, can mean more curiosity to try around. This is
especially true if a woman has never had an orgasm before and has one for the first time with you. Then
it’s “sexual awakening time”.
Therefore, in my very own estimation, conservative women who can orgasm and that stand at between
3-4 to around 10 partners might the best choice.
Example:
The movie A Walk on The Moon is an example of an unfaithful woman who missed sexual experience in
her younger years

Opportunities for Cheating
There are a few external factors that you can influence less, or that can change after you’ve already been
dating for a while.
One of the biggest is the gender ration, such as how many men per women (or vice versa). For example,
you partner might change company or profession and suddenly have lots of attractive mates around.
What’s the impact of gender ration?
Well, it’s huge.
In his wonderful book Date-Onomics Jon Birger explains how the gender ratio completely changes
people’s behavior and attitude towards relationship and sex.
More Men available: women get pickier
On average, women become pickier when there are more men around and men become more defensive of
their partners, more committed and even nicer. Women tend to cheat more, but the bigger impact is in
picking the partner more than on swinging.
More Women available: men cheat more
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When there are more women, though, men tend to adopt a “spread the semen” strategy.
They don’t enter a relationship and prefer staying single and having casual sex. In relationships they are
also much more likely to stray.

Gender Differences
In myths and facts of cheating I explain that men on average cheat more, albeit the difference is much
smaller in open culture and younger individuals.
What’s also interesting though is that men and women value different things when it comes to loyalty.
Such as:
Women care more about emotional fidelity
Men care more about sexual fidelity
Loyalty for Men
They also have a different view of loyalty in general. Men can be loyal to a country, a company, or a
team. For men loyalty is important, it’s a characteristic that defines high value men. A loyal man is a real
man.
Loyalty for Women
Women are more eminently practical and her loyalty is more fluid, depending both on her emotions and
on the situation.
She is also seldom loyal to a country, a company or a team and her bonds are more personal.

Double Standard
A last note goes to the double standard.
Such as culture being more accepting of male’s cheating than of women’s cheating.
Ubiquity doesn’t make it something “right”, but that’s something common across many cultures. Across
62 different cultures to be precise, according to Suzanne Frayser’s study.
The double standard does reduce though at the extremes.
Harold Christensen study shows that permissive Danish culture grants the same level of sexual liberation
to women, while extremely restrictive society are egalitarian in the sense that they don’t allow any
freedom to men.

SUMMARY
Infidelity is a widespread phenomenon.
How likely it is that your partner will cheat depends on a wide varied of factors.
Some of them are environmental, such as the availability of mates, society’s culture and the subculture
they ascribe to.
Some of them are more personal, ranging from the genetic make up, values to family background.
This article gave you a broad overview of the traits you need to pay attention to if you want a loyal
partner.
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Sources:
The sources for this article are wide and varied. If I had to put a source on each single piece of
information, it would have taken me 2 days.
There are no personal claims here and everything’s backed by some studies, research or at the very least
some expert opinion.
Here are a few of the sources:
Lynn Atwater ( 1982) The extramarital connection, New York: Irvington
Emily Brown (1991), Patterns of infidelity and their treatment, New York: Brunner/Mazel
Bonnie E. Weil and R. Winter (1993), Adultery: The forgivable sin, New York: Birch Lane Press
Carol R. Ellison (2000), Women’s sexualities. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Sally D. Stabb, Brandi Ragsdale, Alison J. Bess, and Heather Weiner (2000), Multigenerational
patterns of infidelity and their relationship to attachment
John F. Cuber and Peggy B. Haroff (1965), The significant Americans: A study of sexual behavior
among the affluent. New York: Appleton Century Crofts
Bonnie E. Weil and R. Winter (1993), Adultery: The forgivable sin, New York: Birch Lane Press
Carol R. Ellison (2000), Women’s sexualities. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger
Shirley Glass (2004), Not Just Friends
Todd K. Shackelford et al (2008), Big Five Traits Related to Short-Term Mating: From Personality
to Promiscuity across 46 Nations
Getz et al (2014), The allure of vulnerability: Advertising cues to exploitability as a signal of sexual
accessibility
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